Include an exciting archery activity at your next Expo or School Event!

These items are available at no cost to you, but must be arranged in advance by contacting the Hunter Development Program Office (706-557-3355).

**STICK IT**
Velcro inflatable archery target with four interchangeable faces (*Bullseye, Dartboard, Tic-Tac-Toe, and Baseball*).

**HOVERBALL**
Inflatable archery setup that uses foam-style arrows to aim at “hovering” balls.

[GeorgiaWildlife.com](http://GeorgiaWildlife.com)
STANDARD ARCHERY

Setup can be outdoors or in a gym. Participants will use real bows and arrows. A backdrop provides “catch area” for arrows.

WILDLIFE ID

Learn to identify furs, tracks and skulls of Georgia’s native wildlife species.

GeorgiaWildlife.com